
Dear Foundation Supporters: 

A special thanks to our friend, Pastor Norman Lee Schaffer, for an amazing concert last week.  

His energy, enthusiasm, and genuine love for the Lord made the evening so special.  We are 

grateful to everyone who came out to support this event.  The room configuration made the 

seating and viewing difficult, but Norman did a terrific job of moving from one section to 

another with a little bar hopping (literally) to keep things lively!  For those who couldn’t get 

tickets – we are genuinely sorry and are actively searching for a more suitable venue.  Stay 

tuned for coming events! 

We are pleased to announce that thanks to the many people who contributed to the Norman 

Lee event, we will be distributing $8,000 to charities from the proceeds of the evening.   The 

raffle for restaurant gift cards was quite popular and generated $1,350!  

Our deepest appreciation to the generous individuals who donated $100 gift cards for the raffle 

prizes: 

• Jeremy DiFiore- Edward Jones - Mulberry and Lecanto locations (352) 513-2195 

• Karey Yarborough- RE/MAX – Wildwood (321) 432-1292 

• Shane Finley – The Villages Insurance - Lake Sumter (352) 751-6622 

Also, our gratitude to Donnie Covey of Honey Baked Ham Co, Lady Lake, for his donation of 

a ham, side dishes, rolls and dessert for the autumn gift basket.  After some extras were 

added to the basket, it was put up for auction by Norman Lee, who did not stop until he had 

a bid for $600! 

As some of you might know, we have resumed management of our businesses in the St. 

Augustine/Palm Coast areas, so will be spending most of our time up there for the foreseeable 

future.  If you don’t see us around as much, that is the reason, but we will occasionally be 

making it back to The Villages.  

Again, our sincere thanks for the ongoing support.  Wishing all of you the very best as we head 

into this beautiful fall season.   

 

Edie & Dennis Demshar 

p.s.  DemsharsFoundation.com has some photos of the Norman Lee event! 


